
Each moment of genuine
dialogue connects all the
ellipses, however great or
small their degree of
fractal development.

the beamdown
I am now &
how I hold you
in my memory

chip visualizer
& futuremaker

[4] the beamdown
you are now &
how you hold
me in your

memory chip
visualizer &
futuremaker

the fractal
agent of Mother
Galaxy you have
yet to become &
how you might
grow in all your
capacities, including
your ability to know,

appreciate &
encourage me and
all other life forms

[2]what you are
ready to learn next

everything
you could learn
about the subject

in your visit to Earth

what this subject matter does now
& could contribute to your becoming
a more radiant fractal, by way of

examples, skills, metaphors,
analogies, stories,
challenges, etc.

Me

a planet-specific subject matter>>

You

the foreground: exploring and mastering specific skills and subject
matter (history, algebra, literature, mukmuk rebuilding, cooking, etc.),

which we always explore in the context of our own
evolving communication skills and shared journey

of fractal expansion (sometimes happily
shared, sometimes painfully).
(As the subject matter includes more about

inter-beamdown communication,
development & psychotherapy, the

top half and bottom half of this
model become similar.)

a transmission from the 345th Intergalactic Ambulance Wing - Synaptical Sparkles Division

nineteen intertwined ellipses of the co-evolving allegorians
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The 19th ellipse:

, the
weaving together
of our evolving
relationship,
co-evolving
beamdown-ness,
and knowledge
of all topics.

the eternal now

of meeting

as the constant, and constantly changing, background of all specific knowledge and skills:

the evolving beamdown-ness of those who hold the knowledge and skill about a given topic.

(Beamdown-ness is understood here to include the  open horizons of galactic fractal

development: more awareness, compassion, honesty, creativity, insight, vitality, ability to

think clearly, sense of beauty, capacity to help bring out the best in other life forms, etc.).

www.beamdown.org

beamdowns
from far-flung

planets encounter
one another

as co-learners
in the eternal NOW

of meeting
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12.Due to the
limitations of
displaying an
18-dimensional
process on a 2-dimensional
surface, overlaps represent
areas to be explored, but the size of
an overlap does not represent the extent or
significance of the overlap in the shared life of beamdowns.

15.

19.

17.

19.

everything
I could ever learn

about the subject
in my visit to Earth

16.

the
discoveries
we have yet

to make
together

9.
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*

our skills, knowledge, activities and awarenesses of Beamdown develpment >>

2.

what you are capable of
learning  now/next

what I am ready
to learn next

co-
next

my planetary horizons about the

goals and limits of beamdown
functioning

your planetary horizons about the

goals and limits of beamdown

functioning

[6] what you
know now about
becoming a
beamdown

this transmission from                                                         copies available at

was made possible by a generous grant from the Allegorian Galaxy and
contributions from seven-toed, three-antennaed creatures just like you

by M345 RuneReader, MA  --  also available in Ear thlish translation at www.NewConversations.net/geometry_of_dialogue

Overlapping ellipses show interacting worldlets of evolving awareness, skill and knowledge as two life forms co-mentalsnorkel.

thanks to the great psychologist Lev Vygotsky for this idea

What I am
ready to
teach
you
now

What I
am ready to
help you
learn about
becoming a better
beamdown now

What we are ready to learn
next together

What you
are ready

to teach
me now

What
you are

ready to
help me learn

about becoming a
better beamdown

now

The
knowledge

we share now about

beamdown
development

11.

what you know
about the subject

right now & how
you use that

knowledge

what I know
about the   subject

right now & how
I use that

knowledge

Summary: What we are learning,
and how we are learning it,
become part of, and express,
who we are becoming.

what this subject matter does
now & could contribute to my
becoming a more radiant
fractal, by way of examples,
skills, metaphors, analogies,
stories, challenges, etc.

How my knowledge
of, and degrees/directions of,
development aid or
hinder me in my evolving
dialogue with you
and in my learning a
specific subject matter

How your knowledge of,
and degrees/directions of,
development aid or
hinder you in your evolving
dialogue with me
and in your learning a
specific subject matter

[12]what I
know now about

becoming a
beamdown

what I am capable of
learning now/next

the fractal agent
of Mother Galaxy I have yet to

become & how I might grow
in all my capacities

including my ability to know,
appreciate & encourage you

and all other life forms

all that I
could learn

about becoming

all that you
could learn

about becoming

all that we
could learn
together


